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E-BE Class 2 
 

E-BE DVDs Counter Time: ([Evolutionary Path...] DVD 1) 0:40–1:20. 

 
Questions and Answers 

 
 

1. The illusion of time is created ___________? 
• As Identity expands upward into the dimensional scale.   
 

2. What is expansion? 
• The process of absorbing more dimensions into our consciousness. 
 

3. What happens when you think a thought? 
• Your consciousness is in a certain set of dimensional bands and that thought 

becomes a Morphogenetic Field right there within the greater Morphogenetic 
Fields of those dimensional bands. You have planted a seed and the nature of 
thought is that it draws to itself like particles and fills itself out in matter. 

 
4. What is the trick to manifesting things? 

• First you get out of your own way (the belief systems that are in your way).  
Then, to see something manifest you need to put it one dimension below your 
consciousness. You think a thought and then move your consciousness beyond it.  
This means you are raising your consciousness a full dimensional band above the 
thought. You will then see it as physically manifest.   

 
5. How was the human pattern created? 

• The human pattern was created with the codes of consciousness that are called 
Diamond Codes of consciousness, which are the crystalline structures of the 
Morphogenetic Fields. These codes were taken out of all the twelve primary 
ancient stellar races and put together to form a new being that had the ability to 
straighten out any distortions in the Morphogenetic Fields of other stellar races.  
That being was called “Turaneusiam,” and that was the word they used to call 
humans. We were created out of the substance of the stellar races, so we will pass 
through those levels of expansion when we continue the ascension process.   

  
6. Our subtle anatomy has ________ Hova bodies? 

• Five Hova bodies. They are light-sound grids. They are Morphogenetic Fields.  
They are scalar grids. They are energy eggs that we exist within.   

 
7. What is the advantage or benefit to having a Solar Rishi assigned to you 

quickly? 
• It helps to build your Pillar of Light and protect you. 
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8. Why didn’t we ascend out of here long ago, and why were things done to us to 

block this process? 
• Frequencies were removed (genetic manipulation) from our Morphogenetic 

Fields. In our other states of expansion, we got ourselves in some trouble. We 
“almost” blew up a planet, so higher dimensional beings decided to handle us 
with kid gloves and make sure we evolved slowly and responsibly. However, at 
this time our race’s survival depends upon our expanding our consciousness.     

 
 

Vocabulary 
 
 
1. Morphogenetic Field: 
The form-holding blueprints behind every manifestation, be it consciousness, be it 
identity, or be it matter. Basic energy field/structure behind a manifest form that allows it 
to keep its shape.   
 
2. Idea Constructions: 
Structures of ideas that form Morphogenetic Fields. Every time you think a thought you 
are creating a Morphogenetic Field.   
 
3. Partiki Grids: 
Grids of crystallized sound and light. They are Morphogenetic Templates that have 
crystalline substance. They are Crystal Bodies, and every thought you think has a Crystal 
Body.    
 
4. Primal Matrix: 
It is the first manifestation level of a thought form. It is a matrix of interwoven energy 
fields. The primal matrix is the first level of God thought when we as God decided to 
create reality systems to experience ourselves through. The Primal Matrix  was structured 
in a way that allowed for spherical/elliptical reality fields to be formed one within the 
other within the other. The first step in the process was the creation of God Seeds. 
 
5. God Seeds: 
God Seeds are massive Gestalt Consciousness. They are identity. If we are the little 
pieces of God, they are the big pieces that we are expanding into and are our final stop 
before we become God. The God Seed is the first stage of individuation that you as a 
collective consciousness pass through to get here. The God Seed holds your true pattern 
of consciousness as it originally came out of God. The God Seeds create in sets of twelve.  
We have twenty-four God Seeds. They are what may be considered Scalar Grids. 
 
6. Scalar Grid: 
A group of scalar wave patterns. A scalar wave is a standing oscillating wave pattern that 
pulses and emanates from a unit or a tone of sound and keeps it rooted within the Partiki 
Grids. Scalar Grids are really what Morphogenetic Fields turn into once they move past 
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their stages of being Partiki Units, then Partiki Strands, then Partiki Grids. As the units of 
consciousness continue to expand on them and fill them out they become grids of light 
and sound. They become Scalar Grids of energy patterns. We exist within a Scalar Grid.   
 
7. Monad: 
The Monad consists of points of union that are actually groups of pulses of 12. A Monad 
is the next level (after the God Seed) of your imprint into individuation. It is the first level 
of fragmentation or getting smaller of the God Seed to create family cosmic lines of 
consciousness. It is the point where you as an individual literally connect to the cosmos. 
You connect not only to your race and your species but also to all of the interstellar races 
that came before.   
 
8. Christ Consciousness: 
Christ Consciousness is the level of unity consciousness. You go from being that etheric 
matter being where you still had some solidity to you into what is called crystalline liquid 
light. It is a field of Gestalt Consciousness. This is your return home to an awesome state 
of being, and you can embody parts of this while you are here. You can bring parts of 
Christ Consciousness into you while you are here and get those liquid light infusions of 
your consciousness.  
 
9. ETs: 
ETs are beings from different Density levels. Those from Density 4 are Consciousness 
Gestalts of liquid light, and are considered Avatars. We have our own level of identity in 
each Density, which has its own signature, and energy. YOU at a different level.  
 
10. Ascended Masters: 
Non-dimensionalized beings who are out of the Time Matrix but are not yet up to the 
God Seed. YOU at a different level.   
 
 

Multiple Choice 
 
 
1. Human consciousness has been around for ___________? 

(a) 7,000 years 
(b) 5 million years 
(c) 560 million years 
(d) 950 billion years 

 
2. The main contributor to the creation of our races here was originally the 

_______ pulse.  
(a) Andromeda 
(b) Lyran 
(c) Orion 
(d) Vega 
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3. Consciousness first enters dimensionalization within the Energy Matrix from 
which dimension?  
(a) 1st 
(b) 3rd 
(c) 8th 
(d) 12th 

 
4. EVERYTHING in this Matrix came through the _________ system, so their 

pattern is imbued in the Morphogenetic Field and we need their capstone codes 
to get out of here into expansion.  
(a) Ascended Master 
(b) Lyran 
(c) Solar Rishi 
(d) Pleiadian 

 
5. Human consciousness was built on 12 primary _________ races.  

(a) ET 
(b) Ascended Master 
(c) Energy Matrix 
(d) Time Matrix 

 
6. The first thing you want to do to ascend is ____________?  

(a) Get from the God Seed to the Monad 
(b) Move from the Monad to the Rishi level 
(c) Transmute from the Energy Matrix to the Time Matrix 
(d)  Integrate your five Hova bodies 

 
7. The Morphogenetic Field sets the pattern for the _________?  

(a) DNA 
(b) ET 
(c) Partiki 
(d) Partika 

 
8. Our DNA was originally designed to have __________ strand(s)?  

(a) 1 
(b) 2 
(c) 3 
(d) 12 

 
9. What holds the pattern of codes of the pulse you came into manifestation on?  

(a) Ascended Master level 
(b) Avatar level 
(c) Oversoul level 
(d) God Seed  
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Six Steps Toward Joy 
 
 
2.     Be Here NOW: Direct thoughts out of the past and away from the future to the 
ever-present NOW. Observe without judgment what IS….NOW. Am I right here, right 
now? 
 
(Taken from Angelic Realities handbook, page 78.) 
 
Multiple Choice Answers:  
1. C, 2. B, 3. C, 4. B, 5. A, 6. D, 7. A, 8. D, 9. D 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The dynamics of the emerging MCEO materials involve the reality that the detailed understanding of major 
topics is under continuous development; therefore, the contents, and level of detail herein, are as advanced 
as possible UP TO the date of the workshop recording. 
 


